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THE NEURON Edited by H. Hyden. (Pp. viii + 393;

illustrated, 140s.) Elsevier: Amsterdam/London/New
York. 1967.

This handsomely produced volume examines some of the
more active growing points of modem neurobiology.
It opens with an illuminating review of the history of the
neurone (Dr. H. van der Loos) and reproduces Deiter's
(1865) wonderful hand-dissection of individual nerve
cells from the nucleus which now bears his name. Vixere
fortes... .It is interesting to learn that already 135 years
ago Ehrenberg (professor of zoology in the University of
Berlin) was urging chemists-or neurochemists as they
would now be called-to compartmentalize nervous
tissue before making attempts at chemical analysis and
not to be...'content to analyse simply ground-up
brain and nerve substance'-a lesson which is just
being learned today and which Professor Hyden has
himself done so much to underline.
Those who enter the field of electron microscopy in

the nervous system (and those, too, who have worked in
it for many years) are overwhelmed with the difficulties
of interpretation which this tissue presents. In my
experience it is only the young who are able to pronounce
with assuredness on the character of every cell encoun-
tered. But all will read with pleasure and benefit from
the masterly correlation of light and electron micros-
copic data presented by Professor Blackstad, and will note
with interest the re-interpretation which even the experts
in his unit have adopted. Good working criteria are,
however, laid down for the beginner and they are well
illustrated.
An authoritative account of the micro methods used

for detailed glia-neuronal analysis (so many of them
developed by the Goteborg school) follows from Pro-
fessor Hyden, who shows how the molecular biological
approach may begin to be carried into the investigation
of human disease. In his study of Parkinson's disease he
finds a biochemical error established in the glia at an
early stage, leading to the synthesis of an adenine-rich
RNA. The fascinating problem of RNA neosynthesis
and learning is also discussed, but these results are so
revolutionary that their general acceptance will no
doubt wait upon independent confirmation, especially as
the experimental methods are pushed to the limits of
their capacity.

In a further chapter the late Dr. C. M. Pomerat dis-
cussed the contribution which cinephotographic analysis
can make to the study of frictional activity of glial cells
in vitro, and offers a study of myelination in progress
which purports to show the actual migration of Schwann
cell nucleus around a nerve fibre during the process.
This section is particularly well illustrated. Direct evi-
dence of bi-directional flow in axoplasm is presented and
the mechanism of such flow discussed.

Other contributions by Dr. J. Taxi and Dr. A. B.
Norikoff deal with neuronal and synaptic ultrastructure,

with enzyme localization at the electron microscopic level
and with lysosomes in nerve cells.

In these days when the relevance of what is being
taught during a medical training is closely questioned,
it is interesting to be reminded that the basic pathology
of some conditions-for example, Pompe's disease;
rheumatoid arthritis-can now be explained in terms of
molecular biological concepts. For this reason, and
because the book is clearly and unpretentiously written
throughout, it can be warmly recommended not only to
the research worker in basic neurological sciences but to
the clinician who seeks an explanation-in readily
understandable terms-of what is going on in fields
generally closed to him.

E. J. FIELD

NERVE ExcrrATION. A Macromolecular Approach. By
I. Tasaki. (Pp. xi + 201; 55 figures. $14.75.) Thomas:
Springfield, Illinois. 1967.

Fifteen years ago Nervous Transmission was a landmark
in the study of single nerve fibres and the special rBle of
the nodes of Ranvier. Tasaki has again written a book
destined to influence the thought of the next period. Just
as most of us have become familiar with the Hodgkin/
Huxley theory which has been so successful in providing
an explanation for most of the phenomena of excitable
membranes, Tasaki comes along with some observations
which cannot easily be fitted in with the equivalent circuit
theory. The latter treats membrane capacity as purely
dielectric in nature and the 'batteries' providing the
e.m.f.s across the membranes are the gradients of
potassium and sodiun ion concentrations. To account
for temporal factors it is necessary to postulate specific
permeabilities of single-file transport of univalent ions
through two kinds of specific pores. Divalent cations are
necessary in the external medium. Calcium ions may
control the 'gates' of the pores and the univalent ions
may be transported by 'carriers', or a single 'carrier' may
transport sodium inward, then potassium outward, the
carrier acting as an ion-exchanger.

Tasaki and his colleagues have re-examined the
perfused squid giant axon (with axoplasm removed) and
find the Hodgkin/Huxley treatment too restrictive if
there are no common ions on two sides of the membrane.
The author considers that the equivalent circuit model
may show the relative importance of the major univalent
cations determining the membrane potential, but that
it does not adequately account for the membrane
resistance, the interdiffusion fluxes, and the indispensable
r6le of divalent cations.
From an introductory account of the electro-chemistry

of inanimate membranes he reinvestigates the problem
of the nerve membrane, which he treats as a multi-layered
macromolecular membrane which acts as a cation-
exchanger membrane with a high charge density in
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which the negative sites are occupied by Na and Ca ions.
A detailed thermodynamic analysis shows that this
model of the membrane can account for the electrical
events of the equivalent circuit theory but, in addition,
offers reasonable explanations for the abolition of the
action potential by chemical and thermal means. Hodgkin
(Sherrington lecture, 1961) was unable to account for the
delayed cooling which followed the initial heat of the
action potential, but this is predicted by the Tasaki-
Teorell model.
The phenomena of the Hodgkin-Huxley membrane

are continuous or kinetic; the Tasaki-Teorell model is
discontinuous with two stable states, changing abruptly
from resting to depolarized state caused by a 'phase
transition' of the membrane macromolecules.

This exciting book will undoubtedly be valuable for
the 'students and investigators' for whom it is written.
The general reader is constantly aware of his lack of
knowledge of thermodynamics and mathematics but
careful reading makes it clear that a new and powerful
weapon has been forged for the study of nerve excitation.

J. A. SIMPSON

AN ATLAS OF CLINICAL NEUROLOGY By John D. Spillane.
(Pp. viii + 376; 477 figures. 70s.) Oxford University
Press: London. 1968.

The author of this fine volume has been encouraged to
present some of his extensive collection of clinical
photographs for the benefit of those who aspire to be
clinical neurologists. The result will certainly be helpful
to many, but the reviewer would have preferred an
exposition of the whole field of clinical diagnosis which
is also illustrated by these photographs on perhaps a
smaller scale.

Unfortunately, a picture rarely conveys the vital
'dimension' of movement, and, for this reason, it might
seem preferable nowadays to prepare carefully edited
films which illustrate all aspects of diagnosis and clinical
examination. It may be hoped that Dr. Spillane's pioneer
work in this volume will lead to a fuller study of the
problems of educating young neurologists. The senior
physician may often hope to transfer his acquired
knowledge to the next generation in some useful form,
but very few succeed in doing this by writing a book, or
indeed by any method other than by demonstration in the
clinic.

W. RITCHIE RUSSELL

INTRODUCTION TO THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM By D. Bowsher. (Pp. viii + 180;
55 figures. 15s.) Blackwell Scientific Publications:
Oxford and Edinburgh. 1967.
This is a useful little book to revise the anatomy of the
nervous system, rather than to introduce it to those with-
out previous knowledge. The text is clear and the
diagrams are helpful. The outflow from the pallidum is
not adequately described. The section on physiology is
confined to the peripheral control of the lower motor
neurone, and is oversimplified. The book is recommended

as a refresher course in neuroanatomy but not as an
introduction to neurophysiology.

TRIARYL-PHOSPHATE POISONING IN MOROCCO 1959.
Edited by A. V. Albertini, D. Gross, and W. M. Zinn.
(Pp. viii + 180; 69 figures, 36 tables, 1 coloured map.
DM 20.) Georg Thieme: Stuttgart. 1967.

In 1959 in Morocco many thousand cases of paralysis
developed in the course of a few months. Synthetic jet
engine oil, which had become obsolete, was being sold
to thepooras cooking oil, and this oil, which was designed
to withstand the great temperatures of jet engines,
contained triaryl-phosphate. This and allied compounds
were the cause of the paralysis. The present book
describes the experiences of the Red Cross team which
assisted the Moroccan authorities in the major task of
rehabilitation. They confirm previous findings that the
first neurological symptoms are paraesthesiae in the
lower limbs, and that as these go off in a few days, distal
paralysis occurs in the lower limbs and may quickly be
followed by distal paralysis in the upper limbs. The
lesion is in the peripheral nerves, but the more severely
affected cases may also have central nervous lesions.
Electromyography, histopathology and, in two cases,
necropsy examinations are described. It is disappointing,
however, that the circumstances did not allow nerve
conduction studies, and that the necropsy studies are
very incomplete. About 72% of the patients were
surveyed, and of those only 3% were in hospital two
years later, though a further 11 % had some disability,
almost exclusively in the lower limbs. There are many
authors and the standard of contribution naturally
varies. This reviewer felt that the clinical sections were
more in the idiomof physical medicine thanofneurology.
The printing is good and the illustrations clear, but the
production was marred in the copy sent for review by
the first 32 pages appearing in apparently random order.

J. M. K. SPALDING

NEUROLOGISCHE UNTERSUCHUNG UND DIAGNOSTIK IM
KINDESALTER By Dagobert Muller. (Pp. xiii + 298,
61 figures, 24 tables, DM 80.) Springer: Vienna. 1968.

This is a remarkable volume which presents a vast
amount of information regarding the diagnosis and
investigation of neurological disorders in children. In
parts the presentation is over-dogmatic and some of the
statements regarding cerebral localization in Chapter II
are not in accord with present day views.

SENSORY INHIBMON By Georg von Bk6sy. (Pp. x +
265; 188 figures. 81s.) Princeton University Press:
New Jersey. 1967. Oxford University Press: London.
1968.

Dr. von Bek6sy's ideas are always original and stimu-
lating. In these published lectures he provides a brilliant
exposition concerning the dominating role of inhibition
in relation to all types of perception. These will be avidly
studied by all interested in the problems of perception.
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